Abstract: Product design tasks in the upstream and downstream stages are often interdependent in engineering design processes. When design changes propagate from the upstream to the downstream, or vice versa, design tasks in different stages affect each other. Then solving the relevant design problems has to be repeated if the designer cannot find an acceptable solution to satisfy both downstream and upstream design requirements. In this paper, those design task connections with the interdependent nature or phenomena are referred to as design change propagation couplings. Since they can have a significant impact on the engineering design quality, cost and lifecycle support, it is necessary to probe into the handling methods for propagation coupled problems so that designers can make the right trade-off decisions. In this paper the analysis of propagation coupling is presented. Two types of coupling morphology named concurrent coupling and sequential coupling are identified. A theoretical method as well as a software system to solve such propagation couplings is developed based on the three types of sensitivity analysis proposed previously by the authors. A design case of the feeding servo system on a numerical controlled machine tool is used to demonstrate the application of the software resolving propagation couplings. 
Introduction
In this paper propagation coupling refers to the mutual impacts between design tasks at different stages that are caused by design parameter and interval changes through their propagations in design iteration cycles. In most of the design cases, such couplings can be represented with design parameter associations. Propagation couplings can be resulted when, firstly, the design problem is inherently coupled; secondly, the consequent design variable changes, introduced by change propagations, generate the new values that exceed allowable tolerance margins.
For inherently coupled design problems, coupling strength can be evaluated where the coupling can be partial or full when variable values and intervals are taken into account. Fig.1 is a simple electric circuit design case to demonstrate the partial and full couplings. Suppose the two connected units represented in dashed blocks belong to two design tasks respectively. The first task of design has resistance 1 R and inductance L , and the second task contains resistance 2 R and capacitance C . The design requirement is to make the electric current and voltage have the same phase. After solving this problem, we can get the equation:
. It is evident that any parameter change in one design task (for instance, L in task 1) will affect at least one parameter of the other task (e.g. C in task 2), and the two tasks are then called partially coupled. However in some cases, if the electric current and voltage have large changes while the resistances, inductance and capacitance have limited change spaces, then all design variables must be recalculated to achieve the required electric current and voltage values; then in such cases, these tasks are fully coupled. These two different coupling cases, partial or full, can be resulted from changes in the static configuration, the structure of the to-be-designed system and dynamic parameter evolutions in different design scenarios. The second group of the propagation couplings are usually caused by strong variable constraints imposed in those interdependent design tasks. Typically, shared design variables are commonly used in designing mechanical products. Such shared variables transfer design information. When one design task is completed, another design task, which shares design variables with the former one, can get initial values for these design variables. In certain cases, these shared variables introduce design couplings when: ① a downstream design task get the transferred design information from an associated upstream design task through shared design variables, but the corresponding design problem cannot be solved or no appropriate values can be assigned to the output variables of the downstream task; or ② two design tasks are supposed to generate the similar output values for the shared variables, but they in fact do not match each other, so conflicts occur; and one or both tasks should be solved again to eliminate conflicts. This kind of coupling appears dynamically in the design process.
Due to the intricate interdependencies among product components, propagation couplings can have a huge impact on the product design process. Thus, a lot of design efforts are required to reach satisfactory design results, especially when avalanches caused by design changes occur in complex products (Eckert, Clarkson and Zanker 2004) . So it is important to figure out an appropriate solving strategy or a method for propagation couplings. This paper provides a solution for those non-hierarchical coupling problems, and introduces a sensitivity analysis based method to resolve propagation parameter couplings.
The following parts of the paper are arranged as follows. Section 2 is the literature review relating to the methods for solving coupled design problems, and describes the research scope of this paper. Section 3 presents the mathematical models of two basic parameter coupling forms, i.e. concurrent coupling and sequential coupling, and proposes a sensitivity-based method for solving propagation coupling problems. The software architecture for the design exploration method is given in Section 4. Section 5 details the application of the design method and system by a case study. Conclusions and future works are presented in Section 6.
Literature review
Considering that coupled design tasks may spend up to 51% of the total iteration time spent in the whole design process (Boudouh et al. 2006) , researchers made a lot of efforts on how to solve them in the past years and many experts presented insightful methods or strategies from the aspects of optimization and sensitivity analysis.
There are largely two approaches reported in the literature, optimization-based and sensitivity-based.
Optimization-based methods
Coupled design tasks usually involve multi-disciplinary design problems, so multi-disciplinary optimization is one of effective methods for solving this kind of tasks. Sobieski (Kroo et al. 1994, Sobieski and Kroo 1995) proposed a collaborative optimization (CO) method for coupled design problems with single objective and multi-objectives. Balling and Sobieski (1996) identified 6 fundamental collaborative optimization approaches for coupled hierarchic or non-hierarchic design systems according to the criteria of whether the systems are decomposed into different levels and how the state variables of the systems are treated. Tappeta and Renaud (1997 , 1999 compared different multi-objective and collaborative optimization formulations and developed an interactive multi-objective collaborative optimization procedure and strategy. Concurrent Subspace Optimization (CSSO) method (Sobieski 1988 , Renaud and Gabriele 1993 , Parashar and Bloebaum 2006 and Bilevel Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS) (Sobieski et al. 2000 , Kim et al. 2004 were proposed to decompose hierarchically coupled systems into non-hierarchical subspace or bi-level subsystems to solve large scale complex multi-disciplinary design problems. Nair et al. (2002) developed a co-evolutionary architecture for distributed optimization of complex coupled systems by modeling the optimization procedure as the process of co-adaptations between sympatric species in an ecosystem. Chamis (1999) described the modeling of inherent multidisciplinary interactions that govern the accurate response of propulsion structure systems by using disciplinary performance tailoring and simulation. In order to propagate the desirable top level design specifications to appropriate specifications for the various subsystems and components in a consistent and efficient manner, Kim et al. (2003) developed a hierarchical formulation of analytical target cascading by defining one or more pairs of target and response couplings between any two adjacent levels. Tosserams et al. (2010) present a non-hierarchical ATC formulation that allows target cascading couplings between sub-problems. Sobieski (1990) presented two alternative algorithms for computing sensitivity derivatives with respect to independent variables for internally coupled systems. The sensitivity derivatives are useful for decision making since they can indicate how the coupling outputs of the system will change following the infinitesimal variations of the input and independent parameters. English and Bloebaum (1996 , 1998 developed a sensitivity based coupling strength analysis method to totally or temporally eliminate weak subsystem coupling factors in order to reduce computation time for solving complex coupled problems. Wujek et al. (1996) reported the application of automatic differentiation technology to the multidisciplinary design analysis, which illustrated that efficient techniques, such as Newton's method, can be used to solve coupled system analysis problems at a fraction of the cost for forward differentiation. Chen et al. (2001) identified three classes of coupling factors in multi-disciplinary optimization problems, and presented a strategy to handle them respectively.
Sensitivity analysis based methods

Research work of this paper
So far, most references as summarized above are related to tightly coupled design problems, named as concurrent coupling in this paper. Few authors dealt with loosely coupled design problems -sequential coupling, which are caused by change propagation in the design process and decreasing intervals for design variables. It should be noted that propagation coupling can also happen in the form of concurrent coupling. While this paper mainly focuses on the sequential coupling since it is a weak point that needs to be further addressed according to the above references analysis. Chanron and Lewis (2006) gave a game theory based approach for managing the dynamics of decentralized design processes. Three steps were presented to unify the decision-making process based on the mathematical representation of the objective functions of all involved designers. However they assumed that design problems are static, and did not take the design evolutions such as changes of design space into consideration. So the coupling issue resulted from design process evolution or change propagation has not been fully addressed. As pointed out by Eckert et al. (2004) , whether a design change can be accepted depends on two factors: the initial specification of the product and the margins of design parameters that are allowed in the product design model. And they further described that margins themselves are not static but may change over the history of the design. In our opinion, this observation is also applicable to the propagation coupling problems. In addition, the third factor is also important, i.e. the customer expectation or utilization performance objectives. In terms of propagation coupling, sensitivity and interval based design analysis can generate a lot of predictable design scenarios of sensitive change propagation and of limited design spaces, and such information is very useful for designers to make the necessary decisions. This approach can be fully brought into play when sensitivity, interval, utility and visualization techniques are synthesized to facilitate the analysis of interdependent design objectives for designers.
Therefore, this paper report the investigation on how to effectively manage the above three factors, i.e. the initial specification, the margin and the customer expectation, and to find appropriate solutions for propagation coupled design problems. A systematic method considering sensitivity, interval and utility for handling propagation coupling problems is proposed and a case related to the electric and mechanical design of a numerical control machine tool is studied in details to illustrate the application of the developed prototype software.
3 Coupled design task model and a solving method
Coupling model
For a complex design problem, decomposition is always used to transform the design problem into some simpler ones. Each resultant design task contains several or many design variables that need to be solved, and these design variables, which can be related to structure sizes, detailed geometry or performance attributes that are across the product lifecycle with the necessary reliability. (Kusiak and Wang 1995) . If these sub-domain variables are not independent, usually strong or weak dependencies exist among them through the functional or non-functional relationships. Naturally, the design tasks determining the above variables are also interdependent. In this paper, only the functional relationships are taken into consideration, and it is assumed that different sub-tasks do not seek the same goal variables. If two design tasks are mutually dependent or more than three tasks are sequentially dependent, design coupling occurs. When design changes, which need above design variables to change their values to satisfy customer requirements, propagate among these tasks, two coupling forms can be identified, i.e. Concurrent Coupling and Sequential Coupling ( 
CC: Concurrent Coupling SC: Sequential Coupling
Sensitivity based solving method
In a design task, the relationships among specification, goal, decision and intermediate variables, as described by the inequality and equality constraints in Fig.2 , can be rewritten as the following implicit or explicit equations: further emphasize the following two points: ① since computationally expensive models are generally not appropriate for direct local sensitivity analysis, development of a low-fidelity model by experiment, simulation and/or response surface method is necessary if the above functions cannot be obtained; ② it can be seen that the equations are easy to be transformed into an adequate optimization problem. But for the modular-based product development, a module may be used in different products, which means it must meet different design requirements. An optimal design result may not be robust enough to satisfy all the design requirements and design changes. So we adopt a utility-based method to find the most suitable design solutions, and the utility model can be a straight line, broken line or exponent curve model.
In the above function vectors, one specification variable or goal variable can be affected by one or several decision variables and one decision variable may influence several specification or goal variables. Certainly it is possible that one specification variable may affect a few goal variables, and one goal variable may change with the variation of several specification variables. Taking the relationship between a decision variable and specification variables as an example to analyze, the dependence can be divided into "and" and "or" types. If the dependence relationship between a decision variable and the specification variable is "and", then all the specification variables must change their values when the value of the decision variable is updated. While if it is "or" dependence relation, when one decision variable changes, one or several specification variables can change, but usually not all of them should change. In the "or" case, designers should be careful to choose which decision variable to change and how much its value should be changed. Similarly, when the change is propagated to the downstream design tasks, tight constraints may also be imposed on design variables in the tasks. Therefore propagation coupling (sequential coupling) can occur when these variables cannot be assigned with appropriate values to satisfy the constraints simultaneously. it is necessary not only to analyse the internal relationship among design variables in Task A, but to find out the change impacts of Task A's variables on Task B's variables (especially goal variables in Task B). Three types of sensitivity analysis were given by Li et al. (2006) in order to realize collaborative design. In this paper these three types of sensitivity analysis are applied to solve propagation coupling design problems, and they are: analysis of sensitivity between decision variable and specification variable (Eq. 4), decision variable and goal variable (Eq. 5) within one task (the First Type of Sensitivity Analysis), analysis of sensitivity between decision variables (Eq. 6) within one task (the Second Type of Sensitivity Analysis), and analysis of sensitivity between design tasks (Eqs. 7 and 8 are used in cases when specification and goal variables in different tasks have and don't have direct functional relationships respectively, the Third Type of Sensitivity Analysis). More details about these equations can be found in Li et al. (2006) . The detailed decision making process based on the above sensitivity analysis is shown in Fig.4 . Generally 3 stages are identified to accomplish the solving of coupled tasks by the least design iterations. ①When new design specifications are assigned to task A, designers should calculate the first type of sensitivity matrix according to the current design information, and find a satisfactory solution. ②After the solution is found, the Agent transfers dependent design information (design parameter) to downstream task B. If no right solution can be found for task B according to the current design result of task A, then it is necessary for task A to compute the third type of sensitivity matrix, and then adjust variable values to loosen the constraint imposed on the task B, which may lead to further design couplings. ③After the third sensitivity analysis is finished, designers determine which goal and specification variable values should be changed, if only some of variable values can be tuned, and not-necessarily-changeable goal and specification variables impose an effective constraint on task A at the current status, then it needs to carry out the second sensitivity analysis. In the above three design phases, the variable value is assigned according to current sensitivity and variable interval, so propagational coupling can be avoided, and design iteration is reduced correspondingly. 
Is it necessary to
Design and implementation of System architecture
In order to reduce the workload of designers to calculate three types of sensitivities, a software prototype system has developed. It eliminates the tedious sensitivity computations and graphically displays the intervals, sensitivities and utilities of goal or specification variables (see Fig.5 ). The system is built on top of the foundation of a process template-based integration framework developed by the authors (Li and Zhao, 2011) . Four modules are developed to fulfill different functions. The model-driven engine is the core to implement the sensitivity computation and assign values to the goal or specification variables according to the specific design models.
Decision variables are independent variables, while goal variables usually depend on the decision or specification variables and specification variables can be independent or dependent variables. For the examples of decision, specification and goal variables, readers can refer to Table 1 . Utility (satisfaction degree) based design goal and specification evaluation method is adopted to guide the designer interactively to make the right trade-off decisions for any design scenario. Considering that most design tasks have more than one design specifications and goals, the geometric mean of total utility product is taken as the synthetic evaluation index for the solution. 
Description of electro-mechanic system design for the numerical control machine tool
For a numerical control machine tool, among many design specifications and performance requirements to meet customer's demands, this paper focuses on the speed performance of the feeding servo subsystem. Three requirements for the dynamic performance of the servo system are studied in details. Firstly, on the condition that enough system stability and servo precision are guaranteed, the system gain should be increased as much as possible to obtain a quick response. However, it should be noted that with the increase of the system gain, self-induced oscillation of the closed loop control of the system occurs. It can be concluded from the model analysis and physical experiments that there are two second-order oscillation elements in the servo system (Wang and Bai 2003) , i.e. motor-driven module and transmission module, and the oscillation frequency of the system is determined by the lowest one of the two modules. Secondly, the resonance frequency of the two oscillation elements must not be the same, it would be better that the principal resonance frequency of the transmission module is at least twice of the frequency of the motor-driven module. Thirdly, the transmission module should have an appropriate damping ratio in order to absorb the oscillation caused by the alternative cutting force. The design problem can be described as Fig.6 . Design variables and their ranges are listed in Table 1 . 
Solving process with the software
According to the design requirements and the actual design process, the design of motor-driven module and mechanical transmission module can be implemented in the following procedures to avoid the propagation coupling. is small, so only limited adjustment is feasible. While the above two specification variables also have high sensitivities with respect to the rotary inertia of motor M J , and this variable's variation interval is a little wider, so a potentially greater value change is allowable. Although the two variables are less sensitive to the amplification factor of velocity loop n K , the variation range of the amplification factor is rather wide, so relatively bigger range of tuning is possible. According to the above analysis, the adopted design results are shown in Fig.8 which also shows the design activity user interface of the software.
In Fig.7 , the upper section is the utility panel displaying the specification or goal variable values and their utilities, the middle is the sensitivity panel and the lower is the design variable and their interval panel. This display arrangement is convenient for designers to visualize the effect of the changes. When designers click at the red or blue rectangles of each variable's sub-panel (for the variables shown in the screenshots, please refer to Table 1), the variable value, the corresponding sensitivity sub-panels and the affected specification or goal variable utility sub-panels will display different information too. The sensitivities displayed in the middle panel are computed by using the formulas derived from the equations in Wang and Bai (2003) according to the three types of sensitivity formulas. The sensitivity of the two variables can be either a nonlinear or linear slope. The target variables can also be either goal or specification variables whose values are determined by several other decision variables (Type 3 sensitivity). Only one sensitivity point (a vertical line) is given in the screenshot. This is because the variation range of a specification or goal variable can only be exactly determined after its values are computed throughout all the decision variables' variation ranges. Hence, the computing time would be too long to be realistically applicable. The transmission module is designed based on the specification parameters. The designer executes the first path of solving the transmission module procedure by associating specification parameters with design goals of the task (Fig.8) . Constrained by the upstream design task, the resulted principal resonance frequency of the transmission module 0mech  at this stage is very close to the value of the motor-driven module
0A
 . According to the requirement for distant resonance frequencies (refer to Section 5.1) between the motor-driven module and this transmission module, this design result is not acceptable and has to be reconsidered. To solve the identified frequency conflict, the current design task, i.e. the design of the transmission module is revised first. As discussed in Section 3.1, if this conflict cannot be resolved within this current task, then a propagation coupling is identified since the designer must readjust the value of the resonance frequency of motor-driven module
 . To check the possibility of avoiding the coupling and to further raise the damping ratio of the module mech  , i.e. to decrease the stiffness of the system or reduce the mass of working platform, it is necessary to perform sensitivity analysis between goal variables and specification variables contained in this design task. It can be seen that the value of the rotary inertia sp J is small and has a rather limited interval. So after considering the sensitivity information from Fig.9 , the frequency of the motor-driven module must be decreased because the principal resonance frequency of transmission module 0mech  must be at least twice as high as the motor-driven module's resonance frequency 0A  . Meanwhile, after the first adjustment of variable values in motor-driven module, the value of mechanical characteristic time has been relatively short (For this goal variable, the smaller its value is, the more satisfactory it will be), so tuning of the decision variables' ( n K , A L , A R ,etc. as shown in Fig.6 ) values of motor-driven module should not affect the mechanical characteristic time mech T to keep this goal variable's value at a low level. In this case, the sensitivity analysis of mechanical characteristic time with regard to decision parameters is performed to determine these decision variables' values. Based on the above analysis of sensitivity and design space variation, the propagation coupling can be predicted, and guidable information is presented to decision makers to attenuate the coming coupling, which can speed up design process greatly. After a few iterations of design collaboration, the final values for decision variables, specification variables and goal variables are given in Table 2 with the help of the design standard of motor and lead screw. The results are obtained by maximizing the satisfaction degree for each design task. Table 2 shows that the speed of the feeding servo system is improved greatly. But the rotary inertia of the motor is relatively big because fairly high values are assigned to rotary inertia of lead screw sp J and rotary inertia of working platform T J in order to make the transmission module stiff enough. Compared to the design requirements, the above design results are satisfactory and can best meet the design expectation of the customer.
However, designers may obtain different design results if different utility models are used. The final choice will be determined according to the designer's as well as the customer's preferences. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a sensitivity analysis method to handle propagation couplings is proposed, mainly involving design parameters. The system introduced in this paper has the scalability to be applied to much larger coupled systems. The merits of this proposed method can be justified in three folds. Firstly, usually not all elements of a complex system are critical to the holistic performance of the system, so analysis of sensitivity and design space variation can be conducted in order to identify the key design control links in the system. Secondly, although the case study in this paper only includes two tasks, the analysis method can be extended to the whole design process according to the specific design propagation route. This is because parameter dependencies are always there in those coupled tasks and the proposed method will be useful to identify the effective design parameters to be changed when propagating design evolvement changes. Thirdly, with the development of automatic differentiation techniques (Bücker, Corliss, Hovland, Naumann and Boyana 2006) , the workload for modeling complex systems can be further reduced if they are combined with our analysis method and system.
The contributions of the paper are: ① Concurrent and sequential couplings are introduced to represent different coupling scenarios caused by design propagations. ② A general method to deal with design couplings in engineering design lifecycle is proposed based on three kinds of sensitivity analyses. The method can orientate the designer by identifying those design change parameters and hence reduce the designer's cyclic revision time in solving propagation parameter coupling problems. ③ A prototype system has been developed to realize the analysis methods and a dynamically updated user interface is designed which can graphically display the computation results for designers. Compared with the former methods for solving coupled design problems, the proposed method is more effective because the analysis is based on the situated design scenarios and can guide designers in their dynamic design decision-making process. Thus, overwhelming re-design effort avalanche caused by design change propagation can be avoided.
